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Hullo Bokmates 
 
What a blast these past few months have been!  
We have had an exhilarating few hikes and some extraordinary celebrations. 
 
 

In the News: 
Arthur was officially toasted as the Club’s Octogenarian – and he chose to share the day with us . 
Look out for the full report on our website… 
 
 

 
 
 

Anybody agree that this may just have a grain of truth in it, for Arthur? 
 

 
 

Jet Setters: 
 
Celia is off to the UK again, tsk tsk.  Susan will have to fine her for absenteeism at Mahai.  
John just got back from the USA after surprising his sister on her special birthday.  “Give that man a Bells!” 
Priscilla, Karen & Roshael are on track for the Kili Climb in September.  “Pole, Pole,” has been the advice to date. 
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We go places ………. Boots and All 
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Bermanzi – 20 – 22 February 2015 
Hikers:  Karen, Roshael, Barney, Arthur, Celia, Tessa 
 
Bermanzi , “the mountain where the water is”, is situated between Machadodorp, Waterval Boven and Badplaas.  
The “mountain” is the Skurweberg. 
 

 
 
Don’t believe the website’s indication of a mere two and a half hours from Johannesburg.  Friday afternoon traffic 
changes everything and I didn’t have success with the GPS coordinates but the directions are clear.  The 8km dirt 
road felt like 28 km and many hours.  Fortunately it was dry otherwise it would have been even more challenging in 
Arthur’s and my cars.  No problem for Karen in her 4x4. 
  
Tessa and Celia were the first to arrive on Friday afternoon, followed by the two gents and lastly K&R.  
Accommodation is in converted stables.  Apart from our group of six, there was another group next door but the 
facilities are spacious with separate kitchen, braai and bathroom areas.  As we were only six we could spread out 
nicely over the large area with bunk beds.  
 
There is a two plate electric stove, a microwave (!) and a fridge (thinking it to be a freezer). 
 
Without John or Wimpie, the firelighters and charcoal got left behind.  Barney and Arthur, however, managed fine 
with the wood provided and soon after sunset our braai was on the go with lots of laughter around the campfire. 
 
We set off on the 12 km hike just after 7.30 Saturday morning.  The trail map is fairly clear but the trail directions 
are quite confusing.  Bermanzi  is interwoven with other trails such as Oom Paul’s Backpackers (which I think is 
part of Five Assegais) and the NumNum trail.  For most of the way we were on the Milkplum Path which is Day 3 of 
the NumNum. 
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The trail goes through lush indigenous bush and crosses the Bankspruit several times.  There are a number of 
ladders and bridges and one spectacular suspension bridge.  Gorgeous wild flowers and greenery were in 
abundance.  At one point after crossing the river we had to climb over dead trees and debris washed up when the 
river flooded.  At another crucial point, a fallen tree blocked the path and we had to do some hair raising rock 
climbing.  This was NOT my favourite spot on the trail. 
 
On the map it looks like you walk for 6km’s next to the river to the Bride Leap’s waterfall and on the return walk 
another 6km parallel to the river.  However, from the waterfall back to the camp, was fast and definitely not 6km’s.  
Nobody minded as it was sweltering hot in the open.  
 
The waterfall seems to have two names, Uitkoms and Bride’s Leap.  The legend is that a newlywed couple went 
there to take photographs and the wind caught the bride’s dress and she was swept off the cliff.  The groom was so 
distressed that he jumped after her. 
 

 
 

 
 
We were back at camp, after having lunch in the bush, at about 2pm and had a lazy afternoon, snoozing, reading, 
chatting and talking to the Nguni cows, horses and peculiar looking sheep. 
 
Barney got the fire going again without firelighters and charcoal. Our neighbours made fresh, crispy vetkoeke and 
shared with us.  We still prefer Wimpie’s pap but the vetkoek was very, very nice. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
A lovely, varied hike with lots of beautiful spots and enough but not too much challenges. 
 
 
Celia 
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Sunday, 22
nd

 February 2015 
 
 
It was really great doing a substantial walk on the Sunday of a weekend hike again-like the old times. The 1st 2km 
on Sunday we re-traced our tracks of the Saturday, including those through the sheer rock walled passage which at 
first appearance seemed to have no exit to it at the other end. Then instead of continuing with the path that crossed 
the 1st stream we came to on the Saturday, we took the path just before the stream Barney had wanted to take on 
Saturday. This long steep downhill path took us to the numbered poles on the loop we should have taken, but 
which we missed out on Saturday. It was on this steep shady tree covered decline that Barney slipped, and with 
legs spread apart was aimed straight at the trunk of a small tree. It was by sheer luck that his one foot came to rest 
against mine, saving his crown jewels from damage. At the bottom of the decline we had to rock hop to cross the 
river, along with the assistance of saplings ingeniously employed to aid in the crossing by a member of the party. 
The path then covered the open ground on which wed seen the circular ruins of numerous old kraals on the 
Saturday, but from a higher elevation and from the other side of the river. Where the path re-crossed the river, 
again without a bridge, Karen pretended to slip in the mud to hide the fact that shed shat herself, and give her the 
excuse to clean herself up, Muslim style, by dipping her rear end in the river and rubbing the mess away with her 
free hand! Once again on the shady side of the river the path brought us to the first bridge wed come to and 
crossed on Saturday. From there though we turned away from the river uphill on the path wed descended on 
Saturday.  
 
We rested again under our huge Kiepersol tree we rested under on Saturday, and where Roshael did what Celia 
was supposed to do on Saturday - make the old man tea. (plus provide me with Energade - maybe to prevent/save 
Celia from holding my hand again!)  
 

 
 
Barney though decided to go on ahead, maybe it was the ants in his pants that prompted this - not having my 
glasses on I didn’t notice if it was red ants, or if it was just red shorts he was wearing. Shortly afterwards we again 
left our Saturday path and from then on it was up up up back to the hut after 4 hrs - unfortunately not in the new 
baby VW of that name!  
 
That uphill made me seriously think about John saying that I don’t know when to stop, and re-think if I’d have coped 
with 5 days carrying a pack on the Pondo hike.  
 
As on Saturday there were ticks galore on Sunday too. Fallen trees and flood debris was again evident over the 
path on Sunday as well, and which needs to be brought to the attention of the owner via the booking agent, and 
especially the obstruction on the path up from the waterfall.  
 
 
Barney got fire lighters from our vetkoek neighbour for the Saturday fire - not that we needed them, but because it’s 
part of the pyromaniac scene! We even did a 'Marissa' on the Saturday morning by having a breakfast fire, using 
the witch’s broomstick for kindling - hope she wasn’t on it in invisible form.   It wasn’t a donkey that was used to 
heat the water, but a slow combustion stove, and in which coal or anthracite is normally used.   
 
There are too many variations of the trail map on the websites which is confusing, along with the trail description 
which needs updating by owner or agent. Some of the abbreviated signs on the trail were incomprehensible.  It 
would also be good to know where the escape route to the hut is, that is mentioned in the info sheet. Ceilings in the 
bedrooms would certainly make them more comfortable and cooler in summer.  
 
Over all though a great hike venue.  
 
Art. 
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Hiker’s Haven 20 – 22
nd

 March 2015 
Arthur, Marj, Barney, Wimpie, Susan, Celia, Barbara, Roshael, Karen  
 
The Club would like to place on record our thanks to the JHB Hiking club for the use of their super facilities.   We 
spent the celebratory week-end with Arthur and everybody enjoyed a week-end that had a little bit in it for 
everyone; hikers, bird watchers, bread makers and toastmasters alike! 

Situated some 120 kilometres from Johannesburg, the Johannesburg Hiking Club has established a slice of 
territory called Foothold, which is situated on a portion of a farm.  It offers a splendid range of scenery, Hikers 
Haven accommodation, camping and access to a host of trails. 

 
Hikers' Haven 

Hikers Haven nestles in the foothills against the mountain escarpment of the Magaliesberg and accommodates up 
to ten persons in relative comfort, with necessary mod cons for weekends or longer.  Extensive additional space is 
available on the largely wooded property for caravans and tents.  Water is piped from mountain springs.   

Chain Ladder & Footloose Gully 

All of us troopers minus Marj started out at 9am on the Saturday and we covered great ground in getting to the foot 
of the mountains.  Blustering and hearts pounding, we headed to the Chain Ladder Gulley and after a vain search 
for a path up the cliff face, we detoured back to the Footloose Gulley.  We braved the loose rocks, looked for chain 
ladders and eventually ascended the mountain with the help of well placed ropes and ladders.  The views from up 
top are breath-taking and picturesque.   

The descent was our highlight of the hike. We came upon the path leading to the Chain Ladder Gulley and agreed 
to take the plunge and scramble down the 72 rung chain ladder masterpiece that hugs the cliff face all the way to 
the bottom. 

 

Back at camp, Marj and the girls treated Arthur to a beautiful birthday party. 
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Blue Wildebeest – 27
th

 to 29
TH

 March 2015 

Hikers: Arthur, Priscilla, Viennie, Karen and Roshael  

 

The trail is situated 10 km outside Badplaas, Mpumalanga, just 3hours drive from Johannesburg and Pretoria and 1 
hour from Nelspruit, in the picturesque town of Chrissiesmeer.  SA’s largest fresh water lake: Lake Chrissie, is 
situated here.  There are about 270 pans fresh water lakes in the area.  These pans and lakes are fed from the 
mighty Komati River. 
 
The farm is called Ida’s Farm, and legend has it that the name is derived from an old story that tells the tale of 
Ossewae that came over the mountains in the 1930’s.  The difficult terrain caused the axels to give way and 
several tragic deaths took place.  Ida was one of the brave boerevroue who passed away, here. 

This cozy 12 sleeper venue was, many years later, built by a family as their week-end retreat and then opened up 
to the public.  Oom Wentzel swears that he built this entire place by himself and did all the wood work and 
plumbing – Thanks Guys.  Directions and sing posting to this venue was really well done, the girls drove through 
under the cover of darkness and did not get lost… (Whoop Whoop) 
 

 
 
 

Four thorns amongst the single rose, Thanks Art for manning up. We were quite an intimate group and I must admit 
that the rest of the team was missed and fondly fluked for not coming through! 
 
The accommodation is clean, neat and well maintained.  Hot showers are provided for by a donkey.  Cutlery and 
crockery, braai utensils and pots are available.  We were spoiled with a fridge, gas stove and a huge hearth in the 
lapa/dining area.   
 
On Saturday we set out at the disgraceful start of 09:00.  The trail passes through wonderful bush and open 
plateaus.  We covered the 9.5km’s in fairly good form.  Thankfully the uphills were nothing in comparison to that of 
the previous week’s slog.  There is game on the farm, between Arthur and Karen – we aren’t sure if they were 
horses, cows or Wildebeest??? 
 
The trail is well marked, with good tree name signage along the way. 
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Sunday’s walk started out at 10:00 – John would have been horrified .  This was a quick and painless 6kms back 
to camp.  We opted to do the trail in reverse, much to Arthur’s dismay.  He was convinced that signage is not well 
noticed from walking in the wrong direction.  The girls out powered the poor bugger and we crossed back through a 
maze of beautifully crafted natural rock formations.  Several rock pools are ideally positioned for warm summer day 
swims. 
 
This was a well found gem of the highveld! 
 

 
 
 

 
We even found the Easter Bunny; Somewhat Petrified!!! 
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Forthcoming Attractions: 
 

Mahai – Drakensberg 01
st

 to 04
th

 May 2015 
We have 2 campsites booked and spaces are filling up just like the Fast and the Furious! 

So book your place with Karen Williams 
 

 
 

The most obvious reason for Mahai’s popularity is its situation right against the mountains of the Northern 

Drakensburg and its proximity to a well known feature of the area, the Ampitheatre. 

Secondly, it’s a great campsite by any standards – facilities are top notch, it’s kiddy-friendly and the almost fully 

grassed campsite is surrounded by tall tress and bordered on one side by a mountain stream. 

The result is a well-run and maintained campsite in an exquisite area that offers the more adventurous plenty to do. 

That’s the third highlight – if you are outdoorsy person and love hiking or mountain biking, you’re in the right place.

Committee 

Chairman : John Mehliss 072 725 6128 john.mehliss@liberty.co.za 
Finance : Susan Louckx 082 408 3204 susanlouckx@cybersmart.co.za 
Hike Bookings : Karen Williams 082 336 5477 kwilliams@tarsus.co.za 
Newsletter : Roshael Hoosen 079 473 1518 roshael01@gmail.com 
Memberships &  
B/Days : Wimpie vd Berg 082 339 0976 willemthomasvandenberg@gmail.com 
 

Book for all hikes with Karen Williams:  082 336 5477 kwilliams@tarsus.co.za 
 
PAYMENTS:  
Electronic transfer or direct deposit into Bokmakierie Hiking Club, Absa Fourways Mall, Account Number 
9146512023. 
Use the hike name and your name as reference on the deposit. 
 
Fax/email legible deposit slip to Karen Williams at fax 011 887 0929 / kwilliams@tarsus.co.za within 24 
hours of payment. 
 
On your fax/email to Karen please clearly give a breakdown of your payment, e.g.  
 
Name Surname, R300 – Name of Hike 
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